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Why the Maintenance Management Industry NEEDS to Adopt Technology 
in the Face of Organizational Evolution
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The year 1985 is what some would argue to be the starting point of drastic  
acceleration of dreams, ideas and advancements that have taken us to the  
modern technology that we now use daily. Whether it was the early home  
adoption of the Apple II personal computer line or the slow but unequivocally 
cataclysmic introduction and utilization of the 56k modem to access the new 
digital frontier called the internet — complete with the unforgettable dial-up 
modem soundscape — advancing technology has been an integral part of  
our lives and upbringing.

Alan Key’s quote at the start of this paper may not hit one’s core as hard as  
one that recalls the dangers of neglecting the advancements of technology  
in business, or the equally dangerous siren’s call of guiding a company to jump 
into an unproven technology. Yet, it is easy to keep coming back to the same 
question: what good is technology if we cannot successfully augment it into  
our businesses and daily lives to help drive collaboration, efficiency and  
provide a level of visibility that has yet to be realized? Ultimately, technology  
would provide no value if it cannot deliver that. 

 “Technology is anything that wasn’t around when 
you were born.”

– Alan Kay
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TECHNOLOGY: ONE OF MAINTENANCE 
MANAGEMENT’S BIGGEST CHALLENGES  
OF THE 21ST CENTURY 
The maintenance management industry has been a relatively static industry 
since the beginning of the 21st century. Whether it be the slow and painful move 
from paper-based work orders to using overly detailed Excel spreadsheets — 
complete with NASA-approved functions to provide the data-driven insights that 
all companies need, but cannot often obtain quickly — organizations are still 
reluctant to adopt even the most basic of what today’s technology can provide.

Even more shocking, perhaps, is the aversion to utilizing mobile technologies 
within the maintenance management lifecycle, despite the ability to provide 
maintenance crews access to things like specification reading updates,  
complete asset maintenance history and technical documentation while in the 
field. The sheer amount of time that could be saved by having the information 
needed to complete a work order in-hand could be staggering. Especially when 
considering the elimination of downtime due to a lack of repair knowledge or 
inaccurate information.

What about the way organizations are still opting to be stressed out when 
regulatory compliance checks come around, rushing around to find the paper 
trails that prove the great work that continues to be done? Sadly, the narrative  
is all too common these days around failed compliance walk-throughs, all 
because there was not a centralized, easily accessible central repository for  
all things regarding an asset’s lifecycle management. 

Despite even the most immediate positive impact that technology can provide 
an organization, there are still very real-life based reasons that organizations, to 
this day, are resisting the urge to implement technology into their maintenance 
management programs.
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THE FEAR OF CHANGE: THE MAIN REASON 
FOR LOW TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION

“People aren’t afraid of change…they are afraid  
of being changed.”

Recently, Accruent was brought into a reasonably large manufacturing  
organization to discuss the advantages of adopting mobile technologies within 
their day-to-day maintenance routines. Up until that point, the teams were 
running on a hybrid of physically printed work orders (taken from their CMMS) 
and then — at the end of the day — going back to centralized workstations and 
spending 30-45 minutes a day re-entering or recapping the information back 
into the CMMS app. 

After reviewing the processes that ‘always worked,’ here is what we found:

 • Time-to-close for work orders was hovering around 7 days

 • Inconsistencies when performing even the most standard of tasks

 • 16% increased labor spend per tech, on average (monthly)

The team knew about these deficiencies, but there was still a lack of drive  
to make the technology-based changes that were needed to fix some genuine 
issues they were dealing with. Yet, even in the face of some very easily deployed 
strategies and best-practices processes, we were met with the same reasoning 
that is too common with many organizations these days.

Before we outline just how we broke through this barrier, it should be made clear 
regarding technology adoption within the maintenance management world: 
People are not afraid of change, they are afraid of being changed. This is a 
significant distinction to make and is something that can be applied to anything 
that involves change management within an organization.
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Working through these objections with the team, we were able to conclude that staying the same was not  
providing more of a pain point than it was to implement new technology into the day-to-day maintenance  
workflow. We knew it would not — and could not — be an overnight change, so we tactically chose to:

 • Deploy a mobile solution with two tech crafts that we identified as the most technically savvy of the teams

 • Run a 3-month pilot where we configured the mobile app to the specific needs of the organization,  
provided high-level best-practices training and limited the work that was being done to 2 specific work  
types (preventive maintenance and unplanned service requests)

 • Identify the proper mobile devices to utilize to help ensure we kept initial adoption high while building  
a business case for future capital purchases should the pilot succeed

 • Build KPIs to help us track and build a business case for wider mobile adoption — time-to-close being  
chief among them

With the details of our proof of concept set, we set sail and deployed our joint plan.

We found that throughout the three-month proof of concept, the team was able to trim their “time-to-close” from  
nearly seven days for unplanned service requests down to almost two days. They also found that they were able  
to reduce the amount of time that was being consumed by having techs complete their updates in real-time while  
in the field. Another positive impact realized — one that was not initially involved in the original scoping — was  
that the technicians now had a clear line-of-site into inventory actuals that were available to utilize for a given 
maintenance work order.

Perhaps the most significant gain came from the internal champions that were established thanks to the careful 
planning at the beginning phases of this project. 

By ensuring that principal members were involved that were both tech-savvy and influential amongst peers,  
this organization was able to continue rolling out the mobile application to other departments with the support  
of the techs who were involved, creating an atmosphere of support and teamwork as the changes to what ‘ 
they always did’ were navigated with real-life proof and advocacy of the successful proof of concept.
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TECHNICAL DEBT: A DETERRENT ON THE ROAD  
TO MAINTENANCE DIGITIZATION
Another common deterrent to the widespread organizational adoption of technology for maintenance  
management teams is the simple case of technical debt. This problem is not isolated to a few companies,  
but rather is a common theme across the board — regardless of the size of your organization — and  
especially when the funds for technology-based upgrades for maintenance teams are often buried in  
random cost codes or specialized budgets.

What was once a familiar best practice in having IT teams manage servers and on-premise software  
solutions has quickly become a less favorable — and more costly — capital expenditure thanks to the rise  
of cloud computing, SaaS options for CMMS & EAM platforms, and BYOD policies that allow individuals  
to utilize their own devices at work. 

With eye-popping facts about on-premise solutions or servers — such as the knowledge that server  
replacements typically happen every 3 to 5 years1 or that the average total cost of ownership (TCO)  
for a single server is $50,0002 — it is no wonder we have effectively moved away from the era of  
owning technology and exchanging it for one that allows us to rent our technology and upgrade/ 
change/discontinue a service if it no longer fits the needs of the organization.

The unfortunate reality for many maintenance management teams is that they rarely find themselves  
at the top of the priority list when it comes to planning, budgeting and funding any technological upgrades.  
Finding the proper capital — let alone the resources one needs to properly research, identify and select a  
CMMS/EAM vendor — can be extremely challenging and time-consuming. Taking into account things such  
as annual support fees and implementation and hardware needs, costs add up quickly and can easily lead  
to the dreaded “it is just not on the roadmap for this year…” that we have seen too many teams run into  
over the years.
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That is not to say that there are not ways to work with IT teams to ensure that  
the proper budget can be secured. One of the most successful things that 
organizations can do is put together an analysis of current technology stacks  
and a calculation of the funds to keep the status quo up to and running in line  
with business demands.

This can be as simple as calculating a high-level technical debt, which can 
include the costs of:

 • Software licenses and support

 • Physical upkeep for current technology

 • Labor hours needed

Work with your IT team to calculate what a ‘dream scenario’ would be for  
the consolidation of software tools in the cloud and the odds are that your 
IT team will thank you for reducing their workload in the end. 

© Copyright 2020 Accruent, LLC
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FORWARD THINKING: THE CASE FOR ADOPTING EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
There are organizations out there that have not only adopted digital best practices and trends into their maintenance program but are also looking  
to expand on the invaluable technology-based building blocks that are already in place. What do these organizations look like? Here is a brief snapshot:

 • Utilizing a fully implanted CMMS or AEM platform, including Preventive Maintenance, Inventory Management, Asset Life Cycle Management, etc.

 • Advanced automation/business process rules put in place to aid in the push for labor efficiency

 • Mobile strategies have been deployed and adopted

These types of organizations are the ones that can project what new technologies are going to play a vital role in the continuing evolution of  
maintenance management.

For instance, a hot topic these days is the emergence of the industrial Information of Things (IoT) and how this can be leveraged to capture real-time  
condition-based values, tie that automatically to an asset’s history and then trigger follow-up work orders should the variance dictate for such action.  
This is all accomplished by leveraging smart sensors readings captured via an API and a proper CMMS/AEM configuration.

Some of the more ‘far out’ technology that could be adopted into the maintenance management landscape includes3:

3D PRINTING
Imagine being able to access an asset’s technical 
drawings from a related work order, send those 
drawings to a 3D printer and have the needed parts 
for repair created on the spot — eliminating  
unneeded downtime due to “out of stock” issues.

SMART ROBOTS
Perhaps not so much the robots from iRobot, but 
rather the equipment that is used in areas such 
as mechatronics that help stimulate a whole new 
aspect of technology-based maintenance.

AI, BIG DATA AND PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE
We have already seen what AI and Big Data can do 
firsthand with how companies like IBM are unlocking 
metric insights were previously never thought 
possible. Take it a step further and apply it to a  
framework built out for maintenance management, 
with an emphasis on instantly pulling vast amounts 
of repair data points, reviewing maintenance trends 
and failure analysis, and then predictively issuing 
work orders that have the proper procedures, parts 
kits and labor resources that are best suited to 
efficiently complete the work at hand.

MIXED REALITY
Alternate Reality (AR) is just now starting to  
take hold in the commercial market, but major  
organizations have already begun to make plans  
to leverage tools like Microsoft’s Hololens to  
implement maintenance training. The next steps  
for organizations would be the utilization of AR  
to provide techs with real-time insights about  
the asset and repair at hand, all done without 
interrupting the repair process.
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IN CONCLUSION: THE DIGITAL FRONTIER HAS  
ONLY JUST BEEN DISCOVERED
There is much that has and will continue to be said concerning technology’s rightful place  
in maintenance management programs. The one take away from any discussion surrounding  
the deployment of new technology within maintenance management programs is that there  
is no simple, ‘must deploy’ answer. 

Instead, organizations would be perhaps best served to assess what technologies would positively  
impact their organizations and opt for a piecemeal approach. By doing this, they can limit the inherent  
risk that comes with making bold, organizational changing decisions, allowing the focus to be solely  
on what matters most at the end of the day, which is using technology to augment the efforts of  
maintenance teams and ultimately help them be as efficient as possible.

After all, is not that one of the most significant benefits that technology affords us?
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